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CTK Price = $0.018
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PROBLEM: Blockchain File Storage is far too SLOW!
Decentralized file storage offers the potential of highly secure and private cloud storage.
However, decentralized blockchain file storage solutions offered by Filecoin, Storj and Sia
exhibit large access latencies of 10-60 seconds. Blockchain file storage is too slow to meet
the speed and scalability demands of today’s cloud storage applications (eg: live editing)
that require access latencies around 100 microseconds. Consequently, the only application
that blockchain file storage is suitable for is large batch-file back-up which represents a
small potential market < $200M. At a price of $45 Filecoin has a market capitalization over
$3B which is 20x the size of its total potential market. By any measure Filecoin is highly
overvalued relative to its ability to generate revenues from such a small market.

CRYPTYK SOLUTION: Fast Decentralized Multi-Cloud = Filecoin Killer
Instead of storing data across hundreds of nodes on a blockchain, Cryptyk leverages the
speed and scalability of the top 5 global centralized cloud providers as its storage nodes.
Cryptyk’s encrypted decentralized multi-cloud technology is built on top of AWS, Google,
Azure, IBM and Oracle to offer security and speed at scale. Cryptyk integrates this secure
storage platform with a blockchain auditing network that permanently records every user
access event and file sharing event to deliver privacy, security and speed in one package:
•
•
•
•

100x more secure than centralized storage vendors such as AWS and Google.
100% privacy for Zero-Knowledge compliance unlike AWS and Google.
< 100 microseconds access latency similar to AWS and Google performance.
Similar upload / download speeds compared to AWS and Google.

Cryptyk Cloud offers the security and privacy of decentralized storage with the speed and
scalability of global centralized storage vendors. Cryptyk’s hybrid technology can target the
entire massive $70B cloud storage market currently dominated by centralized vendors.
Priced near 2 cents Cryptyk is massively undervalued for its huge market potential.
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Cryptyk represents a true paradigm shift for cloud security. Instead of many layers bolted
on top of cloud storage, security is built into the DNA of our decentralized storage design.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

www.cryptyk.io
info@cryptyk.com

We are creating key customer and vendor partnerships to generate scalable growth in
respect to our technical solutions and sales channel development:

